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Recipients of football tickets are announced
;

J
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records; Janet Franldorthef. bursar's
office; Betty Walton, furnishings; and
Laura Gazarek. admissions.
-For the Oct. 1;; University of Toledo
game: Wilma Converse. alcohol abuse;
Michael Novotny. Philosophy Documentation Center; Danilda Lee. libraries and
learning resources; Flora Stebe!. rustodial; Amy Chapman. education; Scott
Kisabeth, WBGU-TV; Robert Yoast.
central stores; and Sandra Perry. University Bookstore.
-For the Nov. 4 Kent State University game: Laurel Krone, alumni and
develOpment; Tammy Freshcom. Food
Operations; Glen Pike, technology; Rick
Beaverson, public safety; Providence
Oddo. purchasing; Gloria Martinez,
athletic department; Connie Adams,
residential services; and Thomas Pugh,
University Union.

Classified Staff Council. along with
personnel support services and the
athletic department, is sponsoring eight
free tickets per Falcon home football
game this fall.
Winners of the tickets have been
selected and can each pick up a ticket at
the personnel office.
The following classified employees
were randomly chosen to receive tickets
for the Sept. 16 Ball State game: Joan
Williams. financial aid and student
employment; Dawn Melnek. computer
services; Lawrence Heinze, maintenance;
Ruth Troxell, rustodial; Frank Schemenaur, grounds; Jacqueline Bruce, fwnishings; Linda ()'Donnel. bursar's office; and
Patricia Stavish, financial aid and student
employment
-For the Sept 23 Central Michigan
game: Phyllis Townsend. registrar's office;
Neva Sposato, registration and records;
Beverty Coppler. custodial; Geraldine
Otley, personnel support services; Steven
Lashaway. maintenance; Randy Gallier,
grounds; Alexander Hann, physics; and
Cyril Houser, maintenance.
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The University's homecoming
committee is in need of convertibles, Ttop cars and jeeps to escort campus and
community dignitaries in this year's
parade.
Anyone owning such a vehicle
interested in loaning it for use in the
parade which will be from 6-7:30 p.m. Oct.
12, should contact Cathy Earley at 3728346 or Gregg DeCrane at 372-2843.
Owners are invited to participate by
driving their cars in the parade.

Tuesday, Sept. 12
The exhibit "In Clay: Life and TtrneS" continues at the Fine Arts Gal1ety through Sept
20. ff features large-scale ceramic sculpture, such as the untitled WOik above by Judy
Moone/is. Eleven nationally known artists have pieces in the exhibit.

New employees named to classified staff
The following individuals have joined
the classified staff: Cheryl Williams, parttime derk 1, dinical lab; Gary Emch,
maintenance repair worker 2, physical
plant; Anita Kopp, food service worker,
Food Operations; Bonnie Trout, cook 1,
Food Operations; and Beverty llagrum,
part-time cashier 1, Food Operations.
Also, Wendy Murphy, word processing specialist 2, biological sciences:
Dennis Ehlers, police officer. public
safety; Mary Garmenn. food service

Classijied
Emplnyment
Opportunities
New Positions
Open Competitive Examination
Posting Expiration Date: Noon, FrGiy,
Sept. 22.
9-89-1

I
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Uaintenance Repair Wcirker 2
Pay Range 6
Physical Plant

An examination will be given :or the above
classification. Candidates win be ranked based

on test scores and experience. and an -eligible
list- will be established. As vacancies occur,

names are referred from the list. Employees
may apply and take the examination even if
currently in a probationary period.

worker, Food Operations; FaHh Olson,
account clerk 3, academic affairs; llartha
Mendieta, custo<fial worker, physical
plant; Harold Williams, office machine
operator 2, office services; Shirley
Mercer, part-time derk 1, admissions;
and Darin Pogan, custocfial worker,
physical plant

Service is planned
A memorial service for Dr. Lowell P.
Leland, professor emeritus of English,
who died July 28, will be held at 4 p.m.
Tuesday {Sept. 12) in Prout Chapel.

Monitor
The Monitor is published weekly
by the Office of Public Relations for
faculty and staff of Bowling Green
State University.
The deadline to submit material for
the Sept. 18 issue is 5 p.m. Tuesday,

Sept. 12.
Editor: Melissa Peper Rrestone
Photographer: Jeff Hall
Contributors: Clifton P. Boutelle,
Teri Sharp, Gardner/\. Mclean Jr.,
Linda Swaisgood and Laura Shock.

Faculty I Staff positions
The followirg faculty positions are avaiable:
Ethnic Studies/Women's Studies: Assislant professor. Contact Philip Royster (2-2796).
Deadline: Nov.-15.
Graduate College: Assistu1l to lhe director of graduate admissions. Contact Winifred 0.
Stone (2-2793). Deadline: Sept 22.
lnterpersonlll and Public: Communk:.aion: Chair and professor. Contact Michael Marsden
(2-2823). Deadline: Dec. 15.
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Psychology Building.
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to
CMS, Part 2,• 9:30-11 :30 am .. also,
"Introduction to the Sun Workstations,"
1 :30-3:30 p.m., also, "Introduction to
Bitnet; 3:30-5:00 p.m. For location and
registration, call 372-2102.
Arts and Sciences Forum, "The
Conglomerate Menace of the Consumer
Metaphor, Graduate School Mentors, and
the Slow Quiet Pace of Learning; by Dr.
M. Neil Browne, economics. Luncheon
precedes address at 12:30 p.m. For
luncheon reservations, call 372-2340.
Men's Cross Country, vs. Kent
State, 4 p.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
Women's Cross Country, vs. Kent
State, 4:45 p.m., Forrest Creason Golf
Course.
UAO Film, "Rain Man," 8 p.m., 10
p.m., midnight, 21 o Math Science
Building.

Exhibit, ·1n Clay: Life & Times,·
through Sept. 20, Rne Arts Gallery. Free.
Graduate UbraryTours, 9 am.,
Jerome Library.

_1

Parlez-vous francais? (Do you speak
French?) Well, you really don't have to
in order to join in celebrating the French
Revolution Bicentennial, which will be
obseived with a variety of events at the
University beginning Oct 3.
The series of programs will feature a
lecture, symposiums, musical and
theatrical performances, as well as a
film presentation, display of posters
from the era of the French Revolution
and social events. AD of the programs
are free and open to the public.
Opening ceremonies begin at 7:30
p.m. Oct. 3 in Bryan Recital Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. The
program will indude a presentation on
'What Was the French Revolution?" by
Dr. James 0. Graham, history, and
remarks by a representative of the
French government A reception will
follow in the Green Room.
On Oct. 4, a symposium on the
French Revolution and the American
Bill of Rights will be held from 3-5 p.m.
in the McFall Center Gallery.
Dr. Gary Hess, history, will moderate
a panel of three distinguished historyprofessors. Dr. Samuel Scott of Wayne
State University will address the topic
"Looking for the American Revolution in
the French Revolution." Dr. Martin
Zahnisher of Ohio State University wiU
speak on "America's Founding
Generation Responds to the French
Revolution; and Dr. David Skaggs,
history, will clisa iss "Reason Their Only
Guide: Extra~rial Legacies of
the U.S. Constitution."
A musical and theatrical
extravanganza commemorating the
Franch Revolution wiR begin at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. Dr. Vincent
Corrigan, musical arts, will be the
master of ceremonies for the program
that features music and readings from
the revolutionary period.
Among those appearing will be the
Fall Wmd Ensemble, directed by Mark
KeDy; the Bowling Green String
Ouartet; tenor Richard Mathey, the
Collegiate Chorale and A Cappella
Choir <flrected by Teny Eder; and

Datebook
Monday Sept. 11

The following adl 1ii liSb alive positions are available:
College of Heellh and Human Seutc:es: AIDS education a>Oltina10r (1enl>olaiylpart-time.
grant funded). Contac:t Clyde R. Wilis (2-8242). Deadline: As soon as a .....
- -...._...
- - - can be
identified.
Ice Arw: Coo11i11alor of ice skating. Contact Alnnaiie Heldt (2-2558). Deacline: Sept. 15.
PhysiQI Pllnt: Direelor. Contact Ammaiie Heldt (2-2558). Deadli'ie: Sept. 15.
Pr
di S. rices Ofllce: Proposal development coordnator. Contact ChrislDpher S. Oum
(2·2481 ). Deadline: Oct. 1.
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English DepcM br ient Meeting, for
temporary fu~time and part-time faculty.
8-1 O am., Unh.-31Sity Union's Faculty
Lounge.
Computer Seminar, "Introduction
to UNIX,· 9:30-11 :30 am. For location
and registration, call 372-2102.
Graduate Library Tours, 4:30
p.m., Jerome Library.

Yiednesday,Sept.13
Computer Seminars, "Introduction
to SAS; 9:30-11 :30 am., also, ·introduction to Graphics; 1 :30-3:30 p.m. Call
372-2102 for location and registration.
Open Forum, PresidentOlscamp
will meet with students; noon-1 :15 p.m.,
Chart Room. McFall Center.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat,"
1:30 and 5:30 p.m .• host Becky Laabs
goes to Cedar Point for musical entertain-

Saturday, Sept. 16
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish
Cooking from Quilt Country," 11 am., host
Marcia Adams demonstrates how to cook
a hearty breakfast.
BGSU Football, vs. Ball State, 1 :30
p.m.• Doyt Perry Field.
GraduateUbraryTours, 1:30p.m.,
Jerome Library.
WBGU-TV Program, "Quilting; 3
p.m., explores quilting as an art form, and
the technique of sewing sharp points by
machine.
Volleyball, vs. West Virginia, 7
p.m .• Anderson Arena.
UAO Film, "Rain Man; 8 p.m., 10
p.m.• midnight, 21 O Math Science
Building.

ment.
Faculty Artist Series, Paul Sahuc,
baritone. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Sept. 14
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to
the IBM Personal Editor," 9:30-11 :30.
Call 372-2102 for location and registration.
WBGU-TV Program, "Tune Out."
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.. host Larry Weiss
cflSCUsses how Falcons fared against East
Carolina and what's coming up with Ban
State.
Weight Watchers, noon-1 p.m.,
Campus Room, University Union.
Registration required for the 1~week
session.
Lecture, "Youth Gangs and Public
Policy; by Dr. C. Ronald Huff, Ohio State
University, 2:30 p.m., Town Room,
Student Union.
Graduate Library Tours, 7 p.m.,
Jerome Library.
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readers Norman Schroder and Jane
McElrov.
Events continue on Oct. 5 with a
program entitled "The French Revolution
and Science" at 3 p.m. in the McFall
Center Gallery. Dr. David Newman,
chemistry, will .speak on -Revolutionary
Chemistry-The French Connection.· In
adcition, Dr. M"lchael Mott, English, will
read from his book, "Corday."
A tea will follow from 5-6 p.m. at the
French House.
The French Revolution's impact on film

also will be explored on Oct. 5 when the
motion picture "La MarseiBaise" will be
shown at 7 p.m. in the Gish Film Theatre.
Dr. Jan Pallister, University Professor
of Romance Languages Emerita, wiD
introduce the film, which depicts the
twbulent events of July 15, 1789, to Aug.
10, 1792. The movie traces the
adventures of two members of the
people's anny whose fight for "lilerty,
equality and fraternity" was initialy
centered around Marseilles. When the
battalion begins its trek north to Paris in

support of the Federate army, a song
from the Rhineland has been adopted
as their anthem and soon is known
throughoUt France as "La
Marseillaise."

Throughout the week, a series of
posters conunemorating the
bicentennial of the French Revolution
and made available by the French
government will be on display at the
McFall Center Gallery. The exhtit can
be viewed between 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Paying University bills is now a little easier

Bursar's new computer equipment able to provide faster answers

CommunHy Day, picnics and
games, noon-6 p.m., barbeque tickets
available at the Union Information Desk,

~
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Sunday, 5ept. 17

City Park.
WBGU-TV Program, "Coaster
Mania.· 12:30 p.m., explores the top ten
wooden coasters in the country. channel
27.
WBGU-TV Program, "Findlay Arts
Festival, 1 p.m., a look at music and arts
at the 1983 Findlay Festival.
UAORlm, "AStreetcarNamed
Soccer, vs. Indiana State UniverDesire,· 9 p.m., 210 Ma1h Science
sity,
2
p.m.,
Mickey Coctvane Field.
Building.
Faculty Artist Series, Paul Makara,
violinist and Francis Burnett, pianist, 3
p.m., Kobacker Han, Moore Musical Arts
Friday, Sept. 15
Center.
GSS 11in1 Conferel1c:e, "Cultural
PH.D. Final Exam, "The Casual
lnfluence of Control Beliefs 00 Eiqik:taDiversity: What Do It, They We Mean?'
tions at Work,• by P.aul J. Cook, psychol- - by Dr. John Scott.ethnic stuoies, 6:30
ogy, 9 am., 2nd flooi C:oliference room,
p.m., United Christian ~ Center.
,.~ ~r ..

Bowling Green State University

Bicentennial celebration brings a touch of France to the campus

Parade cars needed

-For the Sept. 30 University of Akron
game: Barbara Limes, off-campus
housing; Susan Wammes. grounds;
Deborah Burris. Graduate College;
Seneida Howard, libraries and learning
resources; Susan Paxton, registration and

l
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AltholJgh most students paying fees at the bursar's office WDl'IT notice it. lhem's
something new at the wildow. "Point of sa1e· equipment was illSlalled in the spring
making it easier for cashiers to answer qi.iestions about indviduaJ accounts and to
see an imrnedate, COl19Ct balance. .Ab(wa, cashier Amy Smith takes a payment from
BsmiB Eudrsr.

Ten little machines have made life a whole lot easier for both students and cashiers
alike since being installed in the bursar's office this spring.
The "point of sale" computer system now being used by the office can show the
correct balance on a student or stiff member's bursar account immediately after the
transaction. Previously, it could take up to three days for a transaction, such as a fee
payment, to appear.
Sandy Miesmer, assistant bursar, said the process for hard'ing transactions has
changed since ~of the point of sale equipment-and although the
changes are invisible to people in rine at the bursar's windows, the results mean faster
and more aauate service.
For example, the father of a student came to the bursar's office last week to pay his
son's entire bursar's bil for an amount he thought was $24. However, the student had
made a $3 charge to the account the day before and the cashier's computer screen
already showed an itemized list of the transactions. The father was aUe to pay the
entire bil, where under the former process the $3 would not have appeared on the
ac:courrt yet
Before instalS1g a point of sale terminal.at each window, cashiers had~
that only allowed them to add or subtract the transaction. "Basically wtm we were
doing was just vaidating the transaction and pi illtiliga receipt for the person,·
Miesmer said. ·At that lime, we were not-able to tel them their coned balance.·
Al transactions conducled by the bursar's office had to.be key punched in for data
entry by Computer Services, thus causing several da;'S' delay in knowing the correct
balance.
If a student or stiff member wanted to know his or her correct account belance. the
cashier had to leave the window to retlieJe the i •formation from another system_ With
the new system, the cashiers are entering al the dala. themselwes and can cal up the

Contiooed Page 3

California film corporation gives
$7,500 to the Gish Film Theatre

A small program produces big results

Firelands theatre staff uses Challenge grant to shoot for the stars
t·
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The litlle stage in McSride Alxitorium at Firelands College is far from the
Broadway lights of New YOik or the fancy theatre districls of most big cities. Yet,
despite being surrounded by farmland and having only three faculty, the theatre
program is pro<i.IOOg WOf1ts that are surprising people.
Thanks to funds from an Academic ChaDenge grant and the stars in the eyes of
some creative people, the oomrnunity and students have been treated to the likes of
the Greek tragedy "Oedipus Rex,· the fourth production of the original script •Jupus
Redeye," the talents of mime David Aberts, and a number of presentations brought
from Bowling Green to the Firelands College stage.
Most branch colleges don't see this amount of work, let alone the quality of work,
in a season. But people such as Dr. Ron Ruble, Dr. Frank Glann and Dr. Wdfiam
McGraw, of speech, theatre and humanities, don't see a smaD stage; ~they see
the big picture. Hother institutions can bring artists and programs to their campuses,
so can Firelands, they say.
Glann wrote a proposal in 1986 for an Academic Challenge grant that would fund
guest artists and a variety of productions at Fuelands. After receiving the six-year
grant that provides approximately $16,000 a year for artistic use, Ruble became
involved by organizing the visiting artists.
Now entering its fifth year, the program has been far more sucx:e<'Sful and has
expanded beyond anyone's initial expectations.
Ru guest artists have taught and participated in programs at the college since the
program went into effect and more are expected in the final two years. Faculty,
students and the community alike have benefited from the presentations, some of
which have been taken into area schools for shows or workshops.
In planning programming, Albie said they try to arrange for something different
each year to keep audiences interested and the program developing.
In 1986, the first year of the program, professional actor Jimmy Foreman, an
alwnnus of Firelands Colege, returned to the campus for the production of "Stories of
America," cirected by Glann.
Foreman's credits include an appearance in the film 'Tm Men" starring Richard
Dreyfuss, and Washington, D.C., stage performarlces such as "George Ml," "Your Hit
Parade," "Little Shop of Horrors," "Oklahoma." and "Do Black Patent Leather Shoes
ReaDy Reflect Up?"
'We asked .fmmy to participate in the program because he was available at the
time and we thought we'd start it with a success story of one of our grads," Ruble said.
"It worked out beautifuDy. It was 6ke welcoming back one of our own.·
In addition to starring in "Stories of America,· Foreman worked with the students
on their acting and helped choreograph parts of the production.
In the second year, Ruble said he knew he wanted to direct a Greek tragedy but
knew he had to find a strong lead to make the difficult show successful. McGraw
suggested he contact Frederick Reeder, a professional actor who trained for the stage
in London. Reeder began his career at the Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival and
had performed several seasons in summer stock, wiMing critical praise for his Don
Quixote in the musical "Man of La Mancha."
.
In addition, he ~ for five seasons as a principal comic baritone and drama
coach with the Ohio Light Opera and participated in nearty 500 perfonnances of
Gilbert and Sulivan productions. In addition, he has sung for the Cleveland Opera. the
New York City Opera and has performed in the European tour of "Evita· Before
assuming the artist-in-residence post at Fuelands, he also had been a guest artist at
Miami University while performing in "Shenandoah."
'We had a magiificent experietice with Frederick." said Ruble, who diiected the
production of "Oedipus Rex.· "He was great with the cast and had performed in other
Greek dassics so he knew what he was doing. Many of our students had never seen
or read a Greek tragedy ~'t said they were surprised by how much they liked it That's
the kind of feecllac:k we were looking for.·
In 1988, mime David Al>erts visited the campus and conducted several
performances and classes Alberts had written a SI iccessful book on pantomime which
Ruble had used for several years in one of his theatre classes. When Alberts was
scheduled to appear at the Huron Playhouse, Glann, a playhouse staff member,
visited him and invited him to be a guest artist at Fuelands.
In adOtion to teaching in courses at the college and serving as movement and
expression adviser on "The Imaginary Invalid" directed by Ruble, Alberts agreed to
conduct workshops in area elementary schools.
Last year, Dr. Larry Smith, English and humanities, st'9!J8Sled Ruble invite Robert
Flanagan to be Arelands' guest artist. An Ohio fiction writer who now teaches at Ohio

The Boss Film Corp. of Marine Del Ray,
Galif., has contributed $7,500 for the
Dorothy and Lillian Gish Film Theater
Endowment Fund.
Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English and film
studies and curatof of the theater, said
that UHian Gish had WOf1<ecl with the Boss
Film Corp., in the past, including making
an epilogue to the movie "Intolerance"
earlier this year.
Wolfe added that the contribution brings
the endowment fund to approximately
$150,000. The campaign goal is
$250,000. The fund is used for support of
the different programs offered through the
theater, including the expansion of the
memorabilia collection, the acquisition of
historical films for the theater and
increasing the number of actors,
actresses, directors and film aitics who
visit the CClfll>US.
Many alumni, community members and
friends of the Gish sisters have
contributed to the fund. Donors have
included such stars as Paul Newman,
Bob Hope, Lily Tornfln, Eva Marie Saint,
Helen Hayes and Roddy McOowall. The

implementing improvements in the

grievance procedure since last spring, but
a recent incident foa ISed attention on how
individual cases are handled.
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Joyce Hyslop, chair of CSC, said the
Classified Slaff Handbook states a
progressive three-step process to be
taken in disciplinary actions which
includes verbal warnings, written
warnings, suspensions and removal The
handbook also states lhat some actions,
beca• rse of their seriousness, may
warrant immedate suspei ISion, redlldion
in classific:ation or removal.
Hyslop said in the recent disciplinary
incident the three-step process was not
followed and a ~Y hearing was
held before a written warning was given.
Also, a neutralnmpartia list for panel
members had been distributed to the
people involved in the hearing that had
not been previously approved by csc.

csc·s ma;or

Hyslop said
concerns are:
Why was a cisciplinary hearing held
without following the proper three-step
process as outfllled in the handbook?;
Who monitors whether the three-step

process is being followed?; and is the
three-step process being altered to fit the
circumstances of each situation?
"Council is concerned with the
personnel department setting a
precedent,· Hyslop said. "In adcfrtion, we
feel this policy should be enforced
uniformly, regardless of the employee's
position on campus.•
Hyslop and CSC's Exeaitive
Committee met last week with Robert
Martin, vice president for operations, to
discuss the problem, and have cfisc:ussed
it with Annmarie Heldt. interim director of
personnel.
In other business, Jeff Jackson, air
quaflty technician, disa rssed air
circulation in University btnldings and the'
effects of smoking in these buildings.
Since the University's new smoking policf
was implemented JU)' 1, smoking has
been prohibited in an dning areas (except
the University Union). Hyslop said some
complaints have been received from
dining hal classified staff who would like
to have a designated place to smoke.

Wesleyan University, Flanagan is known as a poet and dramatist and had written the
play "Jupus Redeye," a tale of a fictional smaD town in Ohio's heartland.
While on campus, Flanagan taught a series of workshops and conducted
numerous readings of his works. A production of "Jupus Redeye" was presented in

More than 1,000 current and future
teachers will benefit from a $285.470
federal grant awarded to the University to
fund drug abuse education.

March.

Guest artists at Rrelands are only one part of the grant 'We were able to expand
on what we originaDy planned to do with the grant because the artists were willing to
do so much more," GJann said.
'When we applied for the grant, we wanted the money to help us with diversity, to
bring a range of programs and plays that might not be seen elsewhere. We were
interested in original scripts and that's why 'Jupus Redeye' fit right in.·
The grant also has allowed the department to do gallery theatre which has the
audience going from station to station to view a production. Glann performed in a
gallery theatre performance of "Ohio Town," presented as part of the Sherwood
Anderson Festival and at the Southern States Communication Association
Conference in Louisville, Ky. and at the Central States Conference in Chicago.
"It's something we would not have been able to do without the grant funding,"
GJann said. "But the grant opened up a lot more possit>llities for us and extended them
to the community."

The two-year pilot project is the third
major drug education program headed by
Dr. Molly Laflin, health education, who
has received more than $600,000 in
federal funds in the past two years.
Laflin and Dr. David Weis, applied
human ecology who has been co-director
of each project, first obtained $125,800 in
November 1987 to fund a series of drug
education seminars for teachers and other
school personnel in Wood County.
A second grant of $194,000 is
supporting regional "Drug Free Ohio.
seminars for teachers and school

counselors, law enforcement officials,
judges, clergymen, doctors, businessmen
and civic leaders. The first of the seminars
was held las: spring in Toledo; the
second, on Sept 21 in Columbus. Others
are planned in Cincinnati in November
and in Akron in February.
The latest grant will support drug abuse
education programs for pubrlC school
teachers and for teacher education majors
on the Bow6ng Green campus.
The project focus is on preventing drug
abuse through the edl ICation of
elementary school students. Working with
Laflin and Weis on the project wiB be Dr.
Clay Williams, health education.
Plans call for a pilot health education

The grant funding also allowed several Bowling Green productions to be brought
to the college campus, includ"mg "Ohio Town," "Hear Our Voice" and ·As Is.· It also
allowed for a guest actor from BGSU to perform in "The Miss Fireaacker Contest,·
and the campus was able to host the Ohio Theatre Alliance Children's Theatre
Festival.
Albie said they are again looking for something completely different to entertain
Firelands audiences for the 1989-90 academic year. 'We will be focusing on the role
of women in theatre and the arts and will have a female guest director for "The Trojan
Women," he said. He also is looking for possililities involving ethnic theatre.
Glann said he already is busy writing a proposal for a grant renewal and has
written another proposal for a grant for a childroo's theatre for the college.
"It's 'M>Oderful that a campus as smaD as this can do so much," Ruble said. "After
experiencing the programs we've been able to bring here, we'd like potential students
to think Fuelands_ is a good place to come to start as a theatre major.·

Jackson reported that in every carrpJS
building a certain amount of inside air is
recira.dated, with the acceptable standard
of circulated fresh air being 20-25 percent.
However, campus kitchens have a higher
percentage of fresh air circulated because
they are not air conditioned.
Indoor pollutants are becoming a bigger
concern among environmentalists and
health care organizations and there is a

possibility the percentage of average
amount of circulated fresh air in a building
may be raised, Jackson said.
The quality of air circulation in each
campus building varies, depending on the
age of the building, design and use. "Each
buiidif19 on this campus has its own
personality and operates differently,"
Jackson said. "The air handling systems
and what is going on in each faolity
circulation-wise are a lot more
complicated than people think.·
Also on the agenda:
-CSC will be examining the number of
classified staff who have participated in
the University's supefVisor training
program. SpecificaBy, the axmciJ wants to
know how many people have taken the
training program and how many

eventuaBy were promoted.
-concerned about classified staff who
work in buildings which have high
radiation areas or dangerous chemicals,
inquired about special training for
the workers. Since then,~ of
employees in these areas have
~a two-stage training session
which includes seeing a film and meeting
with staff members from environmental
services.
-Kay Gudehus, chair of the Special
Events Committee, reported that Imogene
Krift, dupficating, has agreed to be Mrs.
Claus again this year for CSC's annual
children's Christmas event She also will
participate in the Christmas parade in
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course for elementary education majors

that features "Skills for Growing,· a drug
abuse education curriculum developed for
use in kindergarten through fifth grade by

November. Any faculty or staff member
wishing to donate candy to be distributed
at the parade should contact a CSC

Quest International, a privately-operated
aimpany which specializes in in-service
educational programs for teachers.
It is the first time that the Quest
curria.llum has been presented to future
teachers as a part of their preparatory

representative.
-Bob Kreienkamp, WBGU-TV, was
appointed as CSC representative to the
Administrative Slaff Council with Gail
Wachter, Food Operations, as an
alternate.
-Kay Williamson, bursar's office, was
appointed to the Misconduct and
Research Committee. The newly formed
committee will formulate policies and
procedures for handling scientific

program.

misconduct on campus.
-During its meeting, council members
took a ride on the University's new shuttle
service which makes stops evary 15
minutes at the University Union, Jerome
Li>rary and Visitor Information Center.
Jean Yamell, par1<ing and traffic, said the
shuttle currently operates Monday through
Friday 8 am•..S p.m. with hours expected
to be extended in the near future.
The buS service is offered to visitors
who can park their vehicles at the center
and ride into campus, and is convenient to
faculty and staff who want to avoid
parking congestion. EventuaDy aR campus
gue:."15 will be required to park at the
visitor's center.
In response to why the shuttle is not

hancficapped equipped, Yarnell said
handicapped parking is located close to
most buildings and currently is more
convenient than using the shuttle service.

the 190-seat theater.
"l think people like the fact that they can
contribute to a cause associated with
persons like uaian and Dorothy and also
have a permanently named seat in a
theater here at BGSU," Wolfe said. He
added that it is the only theater in the
worid named for the film pioneers.
Lillian Gish made her stage debut at
age 5 in Risingsun, a few miles south of
Bowling Green. Since then, she has gone
on to win many awards, among them the
American Fdm lnstitute's Lifetime
Achievement Award and an Oscar for
Superlative Artistry and Distinguished
Contribtuion to the Progress of Motion
Pictures. She has visited the Universit)four times and has contriJtJted to the
theater fund. She also sponsors a
scholarship fund for film students at the
University.

Laflin obtains another large
grant to benefit drug program

Ron Ruble (right) and Frank Glann, both of speech, theatre and humani6es at
Fire/ands CoBege, examine some of the SCt*"5 and materials they've used in various
productions funded by an Academic Challenge grant.

CSC wants more consistency in discipline policies and procedures
Concerned about what it considers to
be inc:onsistencie in employee discipline
policies and procedures, Classified Slaff
Council aeated an ad hoc committee at
its Sept 19 meeting to examine the
aurent system and make
recommendations to improve unifonnity.
The counol has been disc! ISSing

largest single gift has been $30,000 from
the Mary Pickford Foundation.
Wolfe said one reason the campaign to
create the endowment is so appealing is
lhat contri>tJtors have the opportunity lo
purchase personalized theater seats in
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Williams, who is the senior trainer for
Quest International, will teach the course.
During the past 1D years, he has
~esented more than 1DO Quest training
sessions and workshops throughout the
United States and Canada, and was a
member of the development team for the
"Skills for Adolescence. rurriculum.
"This is a pilot program for Quest, as
wen as BGSU,• Wiiiiams explained. &H our
project is successful, it may become a
model for teacher-training colleges
throughout the country••
Wiiiiams noted that tr~ Quest program
addresses the circumstances that often
propel students toward drug usage.
"The curriculum is a life skills course for
elementary school children,· he explained.
"It includes decision-making. problemsolving, building friendships, interacting

with parents4 is designed to develop
self-esteem so that kids can resist
. negative peer pressure.·
The course wiD be taught for the first
time during spring semester.
A second group of Bowling Green
students will have !he opportunity to enroll

in a special course that wiU prepare them
to use "Projed Charfie" in the classroom.
"Like Quest, Project Charlie is a very
popular drug prevention/student
development curriculum; Laflin said. "It is
aimed al increasing personal awareness
and self-eswem among young people, so
that they will be able to say 'no' to drugs
when the time comes.·
In adcfrtion to future teachers, teachers
within a 60-mile racftUS of the University
will be provided the opportunity to receive
Quest and Project Charlie training.
The grant directors believe all teachers
should have the training.
'We hope that, some day, a program
6ke this wiD be part of the training for aD
education majors," Weis said. "Everybody
who goes out into the schools should
have training in drug abuse prevention

and education.•
Nearfy 600 teachers and future
teachers are expected to receive training
through the two programs. Another 450
will attend a series of three rdgional
symposia on drug abuse prevention. AB of
the programs should be underway by
January.
Laflin, Weis and WiDiams are also
planning to evaluate each program.
"There has been a tremendous demand
for drug abuse education programs, and
there are a lot of them out there, but few
have been thoroughly evaluated," Laflin
said.
As part of the evaluation, tests will be
given both before and after the
a>ursework to determine the skills and
knowledge acquired by the participants.
'We are doing something that is not
done in a lot of educational research,"
Laflin said. 'We will be attempting to
identify the personal qualities and

characteristics these teachers should
have, as weD as their knowledge of the
content of the program.
"So often the programs look great on
paper, but how effective are they? A lot

depends on the social skiDs and
characteristics of the instructor. We want
to find out if our course and in-service
programs help to develop those quaflties
in teachers,. Laflin said.

Graduate students can
register for library tours
Graduate studen1s interested in
familiarizir.g themselves with the
University's lbaries and their services are
invited to sign up for tours.

The tours will be conducted through
Oct 13 with sign ups in Jerome Lixary, or
by caDing 372-2362. Tours wiD be offered
during the mornings, afternoons, evenings
and some Saturdays.
The tours wil offer information such
as how to arrange a computer search for
thesis papers, how to obtain Interlibrary
Loan items and how to ride the Gutenberg
Express II to the University of Toledo.

Recent cool summer days have been petf8CI weather for the University's paint

crew as it worf(s on outside proj8Cls before winter arrives. Larry Miller stands in a

bucket truck to paint the trim on a dormer at the AP'Ja Xi Delta sorority house.

UGC reviews on-going projects
In planning for the upcoming academic
year, Undergraduate Council reviewed at
its Sept. 6 meeting several major issues
that will be in various stages of
implementation during the

next few

months.

Dr. Eloise Clark, council chair,
summarized the folowing topics:
-The articulation policy was
implemented for students who graduated
from high school after April 1986 and the
University now is noting increasing
numbers of students who are in
compliance when they enter BGSU. For
those who are not in compliance, a
process has been developed to make up

deficiencies.

-The general education policy took
effect in the faD of 1985. There now has
been one graduating class that has gone
through the University under the policy.
-last year the council strengthened
the course repeat policy and its new
provisions will go into effect this fall
-Enlrance requirements for the
summer frestvnan program were
estabrlShed for the entering class of 1988,
and continuation is ccntiligent upon
SI "X'eSsful C001)letion of the summer
work. Early indications are that the
requirements may be having a positive
~on student performance.
-The council also recommended
significant changes to the satisfacloly
progi ess policy to became effective in
1988-89. Preliminary reports are that
students are taking their sludies more
seriously and that the pclicy is having a
positive effect on the academic quality of
the University.
Clark said that aD of these measures
combined may be yieking if11>rovements
in the standing of incoming students and
in the performance and retention of
students once they enter the University.
Dr. Paul Haas. director of the honors
program, reported that students entering
the honors program 1flis faR have better
test scores and higher standing in high
school than in the past
In other business, Dr. Ernest
Champion, chair of the cultural <fiversity
committee, said he wiD be presenting a
final report and recommendation to the
council this semester. The committee's
spring status report indicated that there
may be a sufficient number of courses
approved to offer cultural diversity as one
component of the general education
requirement.
A review also wiB take place of the
entire general edl ICation requirement. now
that the University has had four years of
implemet 1tatiOl'l. In adcition, ciso ISSions
wiD CC'ntinue regarding upper division
general eda iation courses and the extent
to which studen1s should be asked to take
these courses.

A question was raised about whether
there was a timeframe for review of the
changes made to the satisfactory
progress policy. Some in<ividuals have
expressed CX)I icem that its COi lditiol IS may
be too strict. Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, said that careful records are being
kept and have been distributed to the
colleges and advisers. He added that

colleges were intervening to counsel
students who are suspended to help them
make wise decisions about their status.

Magazine published
Crucial Roots is the name of a new
student journal devoted to Afrikan..
American culture.
The journal has been created by Kai
Kambel, a doctoral student in American
cultural studies, and Ricardo Frazer, a
doctoral student in industriaV
organizational psychology and president
of the Graduate Student Senate.
Frazer, who is ecfrtor of Crucial Roots,
said the publishers "recognized a journal
was needed in which people of color
would feel encouraged to participate.·
The first issue of Crucial Roots was
funded and pubrlshed by the Caribbean
Associatioo, the African American
Graduate Association, and the Ettniic
Cultural Arts Program on campus.
AH articles and art in the first ecilion
were contriJtJted by cunent or former
University graduate students. For future
issues, the editor said submissions from
aD sources wiD be ·considered for
publication.
Copies of the journal may be obtained

in exchange for a donation to help cover
printing a>Sts by contacting Errol Lam.
adviser to the Caribbean Association at
372-7903.

Bursar

from the front

correct balance on their own terminals.
"Before when students had questio IS
about their accoun1s, we usually had to
ask them to leave the me and come into
the office so we CX>Uld help them,.
M'iesmer said. "Now the cashiers can
answer more questions more quickly
because the information is right there."
Joe Martini, bursar, said the office had
been considering going to the more
centralized point of sale system for some
time but looked at many systems before
finding the right one for BGSU. "More
schools are going to a centrarized system,
but we wanted something that would
conform to the processes we were
already used to so it would be a smooth
transition," he said.
Once the office received the equipment,
Cindy Koontz, administrative assistant,
adapted and designed the software"s
basic program to fit the office's needs.
Martini said Computer Services also
helped put the new system in place.
The bursar's office handes more than
40,000 active accounts a year. -We're
reaDy an automated centralized accounts

receivable system; Martini san There's
more to the office than just taking care of
tuition fees. Most any payment made to
the University on campus eventually is
handled through the office including
payments to the Bookstore. the libraries,
the Student Recreation Center,
department bilings, the Ice Arena. phone
bills and parking fees.
Sharon Emsthausen, cashier
supervisor, said the cashiers adapted
quickly to the new system. "It has made
things so much easier for them that we
don't know how we ever survived on the
old system," she said.

California film corporation gives
$7,500 to the Gish Film Theatre

A small program produces big results

Firelands theatre staff uses Challenge grant to shoot for the stars
t·
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The litlle stage in McSride Alxitorium at Firelands College is far from the
Broadway lights of New YOik or the fancy theatre districls of most big cities. Yet,
despite being surrounded by farmland and having only three faculty, the theatre
program is pro<i.IOOg WOf1ts that are surprising people.
Thanks to funds from an Academic ChaDenge grant and the stars in the eyes of
some creative people, the oomrnunity and students have been treated to the likes of
the Greek tragedy "Oedipus Rex,· the fourth production of the original script •Jupus
Redeye," the talents of mime David Aberts, and a number of presentations brought
from Bowling Green to the Firelands College stage.
Most branch colleges don't see this amount of work, let alone the quality of work,
in a season. But people such as Dr. Ron Ruble, Dr. Frank Glann and Dr. Wdfiam
McGraw, of speech, theatre and humanities, don't see a smaD stage; ~they see
the big picture. Hother institutions can bring artists and programs to their campuses,
so can Firelands, they say.
Glann wrote a proposal in 1986 for an Academic Challenge grant that would fund
guest artists and a variety of productions at Fuelands. After receiving the six-year
grant that provides approximately $16,000 a year for artistic use, Ruble became
involved by organizing the visiting artists.
Now entering its fifth year, the program has been far more sucx:e<'Sful and has
expanded beyond anyone's initial expectations.
Ru guest artists have taught and participated in programs at the college since the
program went into effect and more are expected in the final two years. Faculty,
students and the community alike have benefited from the presentations, some of
which have been taken into area schools for shows or workshops.
In planning programming, Albie said they try to arrange for something different
each year to keep audiences interested and the program developing.
In 1986, the first year of the program, professional actor Jimmy Foreman, an
alwnnus of Firelands Colege, returned to the campus for the production of "Stories of
America," cirected by Glann.
Foreman's credits include an appearance in the film 'Tm Men" starring Richard
Dreyfuss, and Washington, D.C., stage performarlces such as "George Ml," "Your Hit
Parade," "Little Shop of Horrors," "Oklahoma." and "Do Black Patent Leather Shoes
ReaDy Reflect Up?"
'We asked .fmmy to participate in the program because he was available at the
time and we thought we'd start it with a success story of one of our grads," Ruble said.
"It worked out beautifuDy. It was 6ke welcoming back one of our own.·
In addition to starring in "Stories of America,· Foreman worked with the students
on their acting and helped choreograph parts of the production.
In the second year, Ruble said he knew he wanted to direct a Greek tragedy but
knew he had to find a strong lead to make the difficult show successful. McGraw
suggested he contact Frederick Reeder, a professional actor who trained for the stage
in London. Reeder began his career at the Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival and
had performed several seasons in summer stock, wiMing critical praise for his Don
Quixote in the musical "Man of La Mancha."
.
In addition, he ~ for five seasons as a principal comic baritone and drama
coach with the Ohio Light Opera and participated in nearty 500 perfonnances of
Gilbert and Sulivan productions. In addition, he has sung for the Cleveland Opera. the
New York City Opera and has performed in the European tour of "Evita· Before
assuming the artist-in-residence post at Fuelands, he also had been a guest artist at
Miami University while performing in "Shenandoah."
'We had a magiificent experietice with Frederick." said Ruble, who diiected the
production of "Oedipus Rex.· "He was great with the cast and had performed in other
Greek dassics so he knew what he was doing. Many of our students had never seen
or read a Greek tragedy ~'t said they were surprised by how much they liked it That's
the kind of feecllac:k we were looking for.·
In 1988, mime David Al>erts visited the campus and conducted several
performances and classes Alberts had written a SI iccessful book on pantomime which
Ruble had used for several years in one of his theatre classes. When Alberts was
scheduled to appear at the Huron Playhouse, Glann, a playhouse staff member,
visited him and invited him to be a guest artist at Fuelands.
In adOtion to teaching in courses at the college and serving as movement and
expression adviser on "The Imaginary Invalid" directed by Ruble, Alberts agreed to
conduct workshops in area elementary schools.
Last year, Dr. Larry Smith, English and humanities, st'9!J8Sled Ruble invite Robert
Flanagan to be Arelands' guest artist. An Ohio fiction writer who now teaches at Ohio

The Boss Film Corp. of Marine Del Ray,
Galif., has contributed $7,500 for the
Dorothy and Lillian Gish Film Theater
Endowment Fund.
Dr. Ralph Wolfe, English and film
studies and curatof of the theater, said
that UHian Gish had WOf1<ecl with the Boss
Film Corp., in the past, including making
an epilogue to the movie "Intolerance"
earlier this year.
Wolfe added that the contribution brings
the endowment fund to approximately
$150,000. The campaign goal is
$250,000. The fund is used for support of
the different programs offered through the
theater, including the expansion of the
memorabilia collection, the acquisition of
historical films for the theater and
increasing the number of actors,
actresses, directors and film aitics who
visit the CClfll>US.
Many alumni, community members and
friends of the Gish sisters have
contributed to the fund. Donors have
included such stars as Paul Newman,
Bob Hope, Lily Tornfln, Eva Marie Saint,
Helen Hayes and Roddy McOowall. The

implementing improvements in the

grievance procedure since last spring, but
a recent incident foa ISed attention on how
individual cases are handled.
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Joyce Hyslop, chair of CSC, said the
Classified Slaff Handbook states a
progressive three-step process to be
taken in disciplinary actions which
includes verbal warnings, written
warnings, suspensions and removal The
handbook also states lhat some actions,
beca• rse of their seriousness, may
warrant immedate suspei ISion, redlldion
in classific:ation or removal.
Hyslop said in the recent disciplinary
incident the three-step process was not
followed and a ~Y hearing was
held before a written warning was given.
Also, a neutralnmpartia list for panel
members had been distributed to the
people involved in the hearing that had
not been previously approved by csc.

csc·s ma;or

Hyslop said
concerns are:
Why was a cisciplinary hearing held
without following the proper three-step
process as outfllled in the handbook?;
Who monitors whether the three-step

process is being followed?; and is the
three-step process being altered to fit the
circumstances of each situation?
"Council is concerned with the
personnel department setting a
precedent,· Hyslop said. "In adcfrtion, we
feel this policy should be enforced
uniformly, regardless of the employee's
position on campus.•
Hyslop and CSC's Exeaitive
Committee met last week with Robert
Martin, vice president for operations, to
discuss the problem, and have cfisc:ussed
it with Annmarie Heldt. interim director of
personnel.
In other business, Jeff Jackson, air
quaflty technician, disa rssed air
circulation in University btnldings and the'
effects of smoking in these buildings.
Since the University's new smoking policf
was implemented JU)' 1, smoking has
been prohibited in an dning areas (except
the University Union). Hyslop said some
complaints have been received from
dining hal classified staff who would like
to have a designated place to smoke.

Wesleyan University, Flanagan is known as a poet and dramatist and had written the
play "Jupus Redeye," a tale of a fictional smaD town in Ohio's heartland.
While on campus, Flanagan taught a series of workshops and conducted
numerous readings of his works. A production of "Jupus Redeye" was presented in

More than 1,000 current and future
teachers will benefit from a $285.470
federal grant awarded to the University to
fund drug abuse education.

March.

Guest artists at Rrelands are only one part of the grant 'We were able to expand
on what we originaDy planned to do with the grant because the artists were willing to
do so much more," GJann said.
'When we applied for the grant, we wanted the money to help us with diversity, to
bring a range of programs and plays that might not be seen elsewhere. We were
interested in original scripts and that's why 'Jupus Redeye' fit right in.·
The grant also has allowed the department to do gallery theatre which has the
audience going from station to station to view a production. Glann performed in a
gallery theatre performance of "Ohio Town," presented as part of the Sherwood
Anderson Festival and at the Southern States Communication Association
Conference in Louisville, Ky. and at the Central States Conference in Chicago.
"It's something we would not have been able to do without the grant funding,"
GJann said. "But the grant opened up a lot more possit>llities for us and extended them
to the community."

The two-year pilot project is the third
major drug education program headed by
Dr. Molly Laflin, health education, who
has received more than $600,000 in
federal funds in the past two years.
Laflin and Dr. David Weis, applied
human ecology who has been co-director
of each project, first obtained $125,800 in
November 1987 to fund a series of drug
education seminars for teachers and other
school personnel in Wood County.
A second grant of $194,000 is
supporting regional "Drug Free Ohio.
seminars for teachers and school

counselors, law enforcement officials,
judges, clergymen, doctors, businessmen
and civic leaders. The first of the seminars
was held las: spring in Toledo; the
second, on Sept 21 in Columbus. Others
are planned in Cincinnati in November
and in Akron in February.
The latest grant will support drug abuse
education programs for pubrlC school
teachers and for teacher education majors
on the Bow6ng Green campus.
The project focus is on preventing drug
abuse through the edl ICation of
elementary school students. Working with
Laflin and Weis on the project wiB be Dr.
Clay Williams, health education.
Plans call for a pilot health education

The grant funding also allowed several Bowling Green productions to be brought
to the college campus, includ"mg "Ohio Town," "Hear Our Voice" and ·As Is.· It also
allowed for a guest actor from BGSU to perform in "The Miss Fireaacker Contest,·
and the campus was able to host the Ohio Theatre Alliance Children's Theatre
Festival.
Albie said they are again looking for something completely different to entertain
Firelands audiences for the 1989-90 academic year. 'We will be focusing on the role
of women in theatre and the arts and will have a female guest director for "The Trojan
Women," he said. He also is looking for possililities involving ethnic theatre.
Glann said he already is busy writing a proposal for a grant renewal and has
written another proposal for a grant for a childroo's theatre for the college.
"It's 'M>Oderful that a campus as smaD as this can do so much," Ruble said. "After
experiencing the programs we've been able to bring here, we'd like potential students
to think Fuelands_ is a good place to come to start as a theatre major.·

Jackson reported that in every carrpJS
building a certain amount of inside air is
recira.dated, with the acceptable standard
of circulated fresh air being 20-25 percent.
However, campus kitchens have a higher
percentage of fresh air circulated because
they are not air conditioned.
Indoor pollutants are becoming a bigger
concern among environmentalists and
health care organizations and there is a

possibility the percentage of average
amount of circulated fresh air in a building
may be raised, Jackson said.
The quality of air circulation in each
campus building varies, depending on the
age of the building, design and use. "Each
buiidif19 on this campus has its own
personality and operates differently,"
Jackson said. "The air handling systems
and what is going on in each faolity
circulation-wise are a lot more
complicated than people think.·
Also on the agenda:
-CSC will be examining the number of
classified staff who have participated in
the University's supefVisor training
program. SpecificaBy, the axmciJ wants to
know how many people have taken the
training program and how many

eventuaBy were promoted.
-concerned about classified staff who
work in buildings which have high
radiation areas or dangerous chemicals,
inquired about special training for
the workers. Since then,~ of
employees in these areas have
~a two-stage training session
which includes seeing a film and meeting
with staff members from environmental
services.
-Kay Gudehus, chair of the Special
Events Committee, reported that Imogene
Krift, dupficating, has agreed to be Mrs.
Claus again this year for CSC's annual
children's Christmas event She also will
participate in the Christmas parade in
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course for elementary education majors

that features "Skills for Growing,· a drug
abuse education curriculum developed for
use in kindergarten through fifth grade by

November. Any faculty or staff member
wishing to donate candy to be distributed
at the parade should contact a CSC

Quest International, a privately-operated
aimpany which specializes in in-service
educational programs for teachers.
It is the first time that the Quest
curria.llum has been presented to future
teachers as a part of their preparatory

representative.
-Bob Kreienkamp, WBGU-TV, was
appointed as CSC representative to the
Administrative Slaff Council with Gail
Wachter, Food Operations, as an
alternate.
-Kay Williamson, bursar's office, was
appointed to the Misconduct and
Research Committee. The newly formed
committee will formulate policies and
procedures for handling scientific

program.

misconduct on campus.
-During its meeting, council members
took a ride on the University's new shuttle
service which makes stops evary 15
minutes at the University Union, Jerome
Li>rary and Visitor Information Center.
Jean Yamell, par1<ing and traffic, said the
shuttle currently operates Monday through
Friday 8 am•..S p.m. with hours expected
to be extended in the near future.
The buS service is offered to visitors
who can park their vehicles at the center
and ride into campus, and is convenient to
faculty and staff who want to avoid
parking congestion. EventuaDy aR campus
gue:."15 will be required to park at the
visitor's center.
In response to why the shuttle is not

hancficapped equipped, Yarnell said
handicapped parking is located close to
most buildings and currently is more
convenient than using the shuttle service.

the 190-seat theater.
"l think people like the fact that they can
contribute to a cause associated with
persons like uaian and Dorothy and also
have a permanently named seat in a
theater here at BGSU," Wolfe said. He
added that it is the only theater in the
worid named for the film pioneers.
Lillian Gish made her stage debut at
age 5 in Risingsun, a few miles south of
Bowling Green. Since then, she has gone
on to win many awards, among them the
American Fdm lnstitute's Lifetime
Achievement Award and an Oscar for
Superlative Artistry and Distinguished
Contribtuion to the Progress of Motion
Pictures. She has visited the Universit)four times and has contriJtJted to the
theater fund. She also sponsors a
scholarship fund for film students at the
University.

Laflin obtains another large
grant to benefit drug program

Ron Ruble (right) and Frank Glann, both of speech, theatre and humani6es at
Fire/ands CoBege, examine some of the SCt*"5 and materials they've used in various
productions funded by an Academic Challenge grant.

CSC wants more consistency in discipline policies and procedures
Concerned about what it considers to
be inc:onsistencie in employee discipline
policies and procedures, Classified Slaff
Council aeated an ad hoc committee at
its Sept 19 meeting to examine the
aurent system and make
recommendations to improve unifonnity.
The counol has been disc! ISSing

largest single gift has been $30,000 from
the Mary Pickford Foundation.
Wolfe said one reason the campaign to
create the endowment is so appealing is
lhat contri>tJtors have the opportunity lo
purchase personalized theater seats in
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Williams, who is the senior trainer for
Quest International, will teach the course.
During the past 1D years, he has
~esented more than 1DO Quest training
sessions and workshops throughout the
United States and Canada, and was a
member of the development team for the
"Skills for Adolescence. rurriculum.
"This is a pilot program for Quest, as
wen as BGSU,• Wiiiiams explained. &H our
project is successful, it may become a
model for teacher-training colleges
throughout the country••
Wiiiiams noted that tr~ Quest program
addresses the circumstances that often
propel students toward drug usage.
"The curriculum is a life skills course for
elementary school children,· he explained.
"It includes decision-making. problemsolving, building friendships, interacting

with parents4 is designed to develop
self-esteem so that kids can resist
. negative peer pressure.·
The course wiD be taught for the first
time during spring semester.
A second group of Bowling Green
students will have !he opportunity to enroll

in a special course that wiU prepare them
to use "Projed Charfie" in the classroom.
"Like Quest, Project Charlie is a very
popular drug prevention/student
development curriculum; Laflin said. "It is
aimed al increasing personal awareness
and self-eswem among young people, so
that they will be able to say 'no' to drugs
when the time comes.·
In adcfrtion to future teachers, teachers
within a 60-mile racftUS of the University
will be provided the opportunity to receive
Quest and Project Charlie training.
The grant directors believe all teachers
should have the training.
'We hope that, some day, a program
6ke this wiD be part of the training for aD
education majors," Weis said. "Everybody
who goes out into the schools should
have training in drug abuse prevention

and education.•
Nearfy 600 teachers and future
teachers are expected to receive training
through the two programs. Another 450
will attend a series of three rdgional
symposia on drug abuse prevention. AB of
the programs should be underway by
January.
Laflin, Weis and WiDiams are also
planning to evaluate each program.
"There has been a tremendous demand
for drug abuse education programs, and
there are a lot of them out there, but few
have been thoroughly evaluated," Laflin
said.
As part of the evaluation, tests will be
given both before and after the
a>ursework to determine the skills and
knowledge acquired by the participants.
'We are doing something that is not
done in a lot of educational research,"
Laflin said. 'We will be attempting to
identify the personal qualities and

characteristics these teachers should
have, as weD as their knowledge of the
content of the program.
"So often the programs look great on
paper, but how effective are they? A lot

depends on the social skiDs and
characteristics of the instructor. We want
to find out if our course and in-service
programs help to develop those quaflties
in teachers,. Laflin said.

Graduate students can
register for library tours
Graduate studen1s interested in
familiarizir.g themselves with the
University's lbaries and their services are
invited to sign up for tours.

The tours will be conducted through
Oct 13 with sign ups in Jerome Lixary, or
by caDing 372-2362. Tours wiD be offered
during the mornings, afternoons, evenings
and some Saturdays.
The tours wil offer information such
as how to arrange a computer search for
thesis papers, how to obtain Interlibrary
Loan items and how to ride the Gutenberg
Express II to the University of Toledo.

Recent cool summer days have been petf8CI weather for the University's paint

crew as it worf(s on outside proj8Cls before winter arrives. Larry Miller stands in a

bucket truck to paint the trim on a dormer at the AP'Ja Xi Delta sorority house.

UGC reviews on-going projects
In planning for the upcoming academic
year, Undergraduate Council reviewed at
its Sept. 6 meeting several major issues
that will be in various stages of
implementation during the

next few

months.

Dr. Eloise Clark, council chair,
summarized the folowing topics:
-The articulation policy was
implemented for students who graduated
from high school after April 1986 and the
University now is noting increasing
numbers of students who are in
compliance when they enter BGSU. For
those who are not in compliance, a
process has been developed to make up

deficiencies.

-The general education policy took
effect in the faD of 1985. There now has
been one graduating class that has gone
through the University under the policy.
-last year the council strengthened
the course repeat policy and its new
provisions will go into effect this fall
-Enlrance requirements for the
summer frestvnan program were
estabrlShed for the entering class of 1988,
and continuation is ccntiligent upon
SI "X'eSsful C001)letion of the summer
work. Early indications are that the
requirements may be having a positive
~on student performance.
-The council also recommended
significant changes to the satisfacloly
progi ess policy to became effective in
1988-89. Preliminary reports are that
students are taking their sludies more
seriously and that the pclicy is having a
positive effect on the academic quality of
the University.
Clark said that aD of these measures
combined may be yieking if11>rovements
in the standing of incoming students and
in the performance and retention of
students once they enter the University.
Dr. Paul Haas. director of the honors
program, reported that students entering
the honors program 1flis faR have better
test scores and higher standing in high
school than in the past
In other business, Dr. Ernest
Champion, chair of the cultural <fiversity
committee, said he wiD be presenting a
final report and recommendation to the
council this semester. The committee's
spring status report indicated that there
may be a sufficient number of courses
approved to offer cultural diversity as one
component of the general education
requirement.
A review also wiB take place of the
entire general edl ICation requirement. now
that the University has had four years of
implemet 1tatiOl'l. In adcition, ciso ISSions
wiD CC'ntinue regarding upper division
general eda iation courses and the extent
to which studen1s should be asked to take
these courses.

A question was raised about whether
there was a timeframe for review of the
changes made to the satisfactory
progress policy. Some in<ividuals have
expressed CX)I icem that its COi lditiol IS may
be too strict. Dr. Peter Hutchinson,
associate vice president for academic
affairs, said that careful records are being
kept and have been distributed to the
colleges and advisers. He added that

colleges were intervening to counsel
students who are suspended to help them
make wise decisions about their status.

Magazine published
Crucial Roots is the name of a new
student journal devoted to Afrikan..
American culture.
The journal has been created by Kai
Kambel, a doctoral student in American
cultural studies, and Ricardo Frazer, a
doctoral student in industriaV
organizational psychology and president
of the Graduate Student Senate.
Frazer, who is ecfrtor of Crucial Roots,
said the publishers "recognized a journal
was needed in which people of color
would feel encouraged to participate.·
The first issue of Crucial Roots was
funded and pubrlshed by the Caribbean
Associatioo, the African American
Graduate Association, and the Ettniic
Cultural Arts Program on campus.
AH articles and art in the first ecilion
were contriJtJted by cunent or former
University graduate students. For future
issues, the editor said submissions from
aD sources wiD be ·considered for
publication.
Copies of the journal may be obtained

in exchange for a donation to help cover
printing a>Sts by contacting Errol Lam.
adviser to the Caribbean Association at
372-7903.

Bursar

from the front

correct balance on their own terminals.
"Before when students had questio IS
about their accoun1s, we usually had to
ask them to leave the me and come into
the office so we CX>Uld help them,.
M'iesmer said. "Now the cashiers can
answer more questions more quickly
because the information is right there."
Joe Martini, bursar, said the office had
been considering going to the more
centralized point of sale system for some
time but looked at many systems before
finding the right one for BGSU. "More
schools are going to a centrarized system,
but we wanted something that would
conform to the processes we were
already used to so it would be a smooth
transition," he said.
Once the office received the equipment,
Cindy Koontz, administrative assistant,
adapted and designed the software"s
basic program to fit the office's needs.
Martini said Computer Services also
helped put the new system in place.
The bursar's office handes more than
40,000 active accounts a year. -We're
reaDy an automated centralized accounts

receivable system; Martini san There's
more to the office than just taking care of
tuition fees. Most any payment made to
the University on campus eventually is
handled through the office including
payments to the Bookstore. the libraries,
the Student Recreation Center,
department bilings, the Ice Arena. phone
bills and parking fees.
Sharon Emsthausen, cashier
supervisor, said the cashiers adapted
quickly to the new system. "It has made
things so much easier for them that we
don't know how we ever survived on the
old system," she said.

Classified staff convocation is set for Friday
President Olscan1> will address the
classified staff at the amual convocation
to be held from 9-11 am. Friday (Sept.
29) in the Lenhart Grand Balroom of the
University Union.
Other speakers will include Robert
Martin. vice president for operations, and
Joyce Hyslop, chair of Classified StaH

Council.
Campus vans will be available for
transporting staH to the convocation.
Group 1 vans will depart at 8:15 am.
from the east side of the football sta<fium
to pick up staH al the north side of the Ice
Arena. The vans will then arrive at the
road between the Student Health Center
and the Moore Musical Arts Center,
where they will depart at 8:25 am.
The vans wiD continue to the Kreischer

Quadrangle parking lot on Mercer Road
and depart there at 8:30 am. They wil
then move to the Harshman Quadrangle
parking lot on Mercer Road and depart
there at 8:35 am. The vans wil stop at
the north side of Conklin Hal and depart
at 8:40 am., then move to the west side
of Rodgers Quadrangle and depart al
8:45 am., and continue to the University
Union.
Group 2 vans will leave the physical
planVinventoly control area al 8:40 am.
and proceed directly to the University
Union.
A single van wiU depart from the
WBGU-TV stalion al 8:40 am.
All vans will return classified staff to
their respective areas following the
conclusion of the convocation.

Smoking clinic is offered to University staff
The University is offering an
kick the habiL

oppot !unity fo, smokers to

Fresh Start.

a straightforward, no-

nonsense quit-smoking program, is
sponsored by the American Cancer
Society and wiD be offered in four free
one-hour sessions during a four-week
period.
Approximately 12 to 15 persons form
each quit-smoking group and are led by a
trained ex-smoker through the four
sessions that will be held from 5:15-6:45
p.m. OcL 17, 19, 24 and 26 in 409 South
Hall. The program is designed to help
smokers stop smoking in just two weeks
and to stay off cigarettes.
Fresh Start helps participants to
understand and deal with smoking as a
chemical adcfiction, as a habit and as a
psychological dependency. It offers
strategies for conquering smoking in the
person's thoughts, feelings and actions
and also gives
for handling
weight-control and stress management

methods

For sale
The Department of German, Russian
and East Asian Languages has for sale
five air-<::OO<frtioners of various sizes,
priced between $50 and $200. For more
information, call 372-2268.

Class!fied
Employment
Opportwiities
Date: Noon, Friday Sept

29.
9-29-1

HorticultunllJs 1
Pay Range '2:1
Grounds

9-29-2

9-29-3

Note Jewish holiday
Faculty are reminded by the Office of

the Vice President for Academic Affairs
that the Jewish holidays occur this month
and in October. Rosh Hashanah starts on
Friday (SepL 29) at sundown. Yorn Kippur
begins the evening of OcL 8 and
concludes the evening of Oct. 9.
Faculty are encouraged to grant
excused absences to Jewish students
who request them for observation of the
holidays. Al! students excused from class,
however, must make up any work missed
as a result of the absence.

Abortion debated
Abortion rights will be the focus of a
forum from 7-8:30 p.m. Tuesday (SepL
26) in the Assembly Room of McFall
Center.

Entitled "Towards a Post-Roe America:
The Future of Abortion Rights,· the
program will feature local and state
panel"asts.
Questions and comments will be invited
from the floor. Panelists include Dr.
Robert Holmes, legal studies, Janet
Folger, legislative director of Ohio Right to
Life and Michael Durbin, president of
Toledo Foundation of Life.
Dr. Bruce Edwards, EngflSh, will
moderate the forum, which is being
sponsored by Students for Life. For more
information, contact Edwards at 372-

8668.

New Positions
Posting Expiration

after quitting smoking.
Persons interested in the program
should contact Ruth Milliron or Cheryl
Heinlen at 372-2236.

Security Olflc:er 1
PayRange23
Partcing and traffic
Academic year, part-time
Vehlcle Operator 1
PayRange4
Parking and traffic
Academic year, part-time

Seminars planned
Computer Services is offering three
· introduction to the Macintosh seminars in
October. Faculty, staff, graduate and
undergraduate students are invited to
participate.
The seminars are scheduled for 10:30
am.-noon Ocl2; 6-8 p.m. Ocl 4; and
9:30-11 :30 am. Oct. 5.
To register for one of the sessions,
contact the secretary in 241 Math Science
Bwlding at 372-2102.. Reservations must
be made al least two business days in

advance.

Faculty I Staffpositions
The following faculty positions are avaiable:
Flnanc:e: Assistant professor {anticipated). Contact Paul Mueller (2-2520). Deadline: Dec. 1.
Journalism: Assistant professor (anticipaled). Contact search c:om11ittee, joumaism department (2-2076). Deadline: Jan. 5.

Management: Assistant professor {reopeued). Contact Peter A. Pinto (2-2946). Deacline: Dec..
.
llartceting: Visiting professor {assistantfassoc:iate, lenl>OralY). Deacline: Oct 1. Also,
assist31 ltlassociate professor. Also, assistant professor. Also, assistant professor {anticipated).
Deadlines: Sept 30. For an positions, contact James West. (2:2401).
Romance Lmguages: Assistant professor, French (reope11ed}. Deacline: Nov. 1. Also.
assistant professor, Spanish. Deacline: Oct 1. For bolh positiOl as, contact Diane Pretzer (22667).
Soc:iai Work; Assistant professor. Also, chai"lassoc:iate professor. For bolh positicc is, contad
Clyde Willis (2-8242). Deadlines: March 15.
1.

The followillQ admio61Jalive positions are avaiable:

College ol HealUI and Humm1 Semcea: AIDS education coordinatDf {t8flllOf3rYlparHime,
grant funded). Contad Clyde R. Wilis (2-8242). Decdne: As soon as a candida!e can be
identified.
Graduate College: Assistant to the diredor of graduate admissions. Contact Annmarie Heldt
(2- 2558). Extended deac5ne: Oct 20.
Re
ch Serrices ornce: Proposal development <XlOldi11a1or. Contact Chrislopher S. Dlnl
(2-2481 ). Deacline: Oct 1.
.
Unlverslly Plac:eu1111d SeMces: Assistant director, education and allied professions. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deacline: Oct 13.

New employees join administrative staff
Thirty-four new erl1>k>vees have joined
the administrative staff. They are: Mary
Ellen Newport, part-time research
...............,...... Melinda
associate. biological. ~·~
OeAngells, laboratory technician,
biOOgical sciences; Melissa Bandy,
interim director, hospitaity management.
Colege of Business Administration;
William Culpepper, polygraph technician,
psychology; and Curt Sedltz, assistant
director, Center for Government Research
and Services.
Also, Evan Chambers, administrative
assistant, College of Musical Arts; Anne
Saviers, assistant director, international
programs; Lynne Rynn, administrative
assistant, Center for Photochemical
Sciences (temporary); Tammy Evans,
laboratory technician, biological sciences;
Donald Zelsloft, polygraph technician,
psychology; and Lori Schrickel, director

and Greek life; Randllll Sames, hal

of internal auditing.
In intercollegiate athletics, Anthony
Solomon, assistant basketball; James
Reiser, director of concessions, assistant

speak on "Glasnost: Is it for Real?" in a

baseball coach; Steve llerfeld, assistant
basketball coach; Tl'dd Atch, assistant
football coach; Annette Davidson,
assistant athletic trainer; Alaine Emens,
part-time volleyball coach; Jamie Angell,
assistant basketball coach; and Stephen
Price, head women's track coach,
assistant men's and women's cross
country coach.
Also in residential services, JoAnn
Arnholt, assistant director of small group
housing and Greek rrte; Kimberly Jones,
assistant director of small group housing

Teleconference, "Over-the Counter Medications and the Elderly," Cindy Puffer. pharma-

cist. 12:30-3:45 p.m., WBGU-TV Studio. For
details on registration, call 372-6040.
Graduate Library Tours, 4:30 p.m., J<>rome
Uxary. Please call 372-2362 for regisbation.
Lecture, "Glasnost: Is it for Real?: by
Soviet Dissident Vladimir Bukovsky, 7:30 p.m.,
115 Education Building.

Tuesday, Sept. 26
Grant l..ecture, "Opportunities for Internal
and External Grants," presented by Chris
OuM,

research services, and .fim West,

marketing, 2 p.m., Alumni Room, Univefsity
Union.
PHJ>. Anal Exam, "A survey and experimentai study of algal OOft in the Maple River,
Pellston, Michigan; by Lisa E. Bamese.
biological sciet ices. 4 pm.. 112 Life Science
Buiking.
Graduate l..lbrWy Tows, 7 pm., Jerome
Lix'ary. Please cal 372-2362 for regisbation.
Forum, "Towards A Post-Roe America." 78:30 pm.. Assembly Room, McFal Center.
Plmietarklm Show, "Land of the Southern
Cross; 8 p.m., Planetarium, Physical Science
Building.

VVednesday,Sept.27
Graduate Library Touoa, 9 am, Jerome
Lix'ary. Please cal 372-2362 for regisbatiolL

Vaillancourt, complex coordinator; Celol
Savage, Rachel Ktttelaon, William
Harry, all hall managers; Karlene
Reaser, complex coordinator; and

us Fbstage Paid

Permit No 1
Bowling Green. Ohio

Catherine Chontos, hall director.
Also in other areas, Marilyn Perry,
laboratory coordinator, Student Health

Services; Elizabeth Perry, career
counselor, counsering and career
development center; Karen Mateml,
medical transcri>er, Student Health
Services; Judy Paschalls, part-time
television information assistant. WBGUTV; and Oscar Retterer, educational
technologist, NWOET Foundation.

Dissident to speak
Soviet dissident Vladimir Bukovsky will
University lecture Monday (SepL 25).
Bukovsky will deliver his address at
7:30 p.m. in 115 Education Building. The
lecture is being sponsored by the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center.
Author of To Build a Castle-My Ufe
as a Dissenter, Bukovsky relates in his
book with Kafkaesque good humor his life
as a dissident in the Soviet Union of
Leonid Brezhnev, imprisonment and
sojourns in the camps of the Gulag.
In his lecture, Bukovsky will address
the new Communist Party glasnost, its
original purpose and its flowering in
unintended consequences throughout the
Soviet Union.

Friday, Sept. 29
Rosh Hashanah Holiday, starts at
sundown.
Computer Seminar, "Introduction to the
SAS Display Manager; 9:30-11:30 am., Call
372-2102 for registration.
L.ecture. -United Plates of America.· Dr.
Paul Hoffman. Geological Survey of Ganada,
7:30 p.m., 70 Overman Hall.
UAO Rim, "Mississippi Burning.- 7:30 p.m.,
and 10 p.m.. 210 Math Science Building.
Planetarium Show, "land Of The Southern
Cross; 8 p.m., Planetarium. Physical Science
Building.

Theatre Production, "Deathtrap," 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For ticket information, call 372-2222.
UAO Alm, "Risky Business," 12:15 am, 210
Math Science Bwlding.

Saturday, Sept. 30
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking from
Quilt Country; focus is on pies, noon, Channel
'O.
FootbaD, vs. Akron, 7:30 p.m., Doyt Perry
Field.
UAO FUm, • Misci5siWi Burning." 7:30 p.m.
and 10 p.m., 210 Math Science Building.
Hmvest Moon Dance, 8 p.m. -12 miduight.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. University Union.
Cal 372-8181 for reservations.
Tllealre Production, "Deathtrap,· 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For ticket information, cal 372-2222.
UAO Rim, -Risky Business," 12:15 am.,
210 Malh Science Buiking.

Compu1er Semk1ars, "Introduction to IBM
JCL; ~11:30 am. CaD 372-2102 for

Sunday, Oct. 1

location and regisbatiol 1.

Open Forum, with PiPr,...esideliRnfrtt
o;;;,· Olscart1>. noon
to 1:15 pm., Chart Room. McFaD Center.
Seminar, "Gamma Subslitutent Effects in
NMR or Lies, Darmed Lies and Statistics," by
George Clemens. chelristry, 4:30 p.m., 123
CNerman HaL
WBGu-Program, "Art Beat." 5:30 and 11:30
pm., host Becky Laabs explores the world of
art and cu11ura1 events in northwestern one.
Channel'O.
n-ti'e Producdon, -oeathtrap," 8 p.m..
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For tiCket infomlation, cal 372-2222..

1Matre Produc:tlon, "Deathtrap; 2 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
372-2222 for
ticket inful 11 iatioo.
Gala Concert Md Blr1hday Party, commemoratil IQ th9 1Olh anniversary of lhe
opening of the Moore Musical Arts Center, 3
p.m., Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Call 372-8171 for free reserved seat
tickets..
Planetarium SOO., "t.and of the Southern
Cross; 7:30 p.m., Planetarium, Physical
Sciences Building.
Bryan Chmnber Serles, 8 p.m.. Bryan
Recital Hal.

Thursday, Sept. 28

Monday, Oct. 2

Weight Watdas, noon-1 pm., Can1lUS
Room, University UOOri. Regis1I atioo i1!CJJired
for the 1<>-week session.
WBGU-TV Progl.in, "Tme Out." 5:30 p.m.,
host Larry Weiss tails with Football Coach
Moe Arla'rey about the Cenb'al Michigan game
liW1d the ~IQ game with Akron.
Movie, 'Milagro Beau:ield War," 7:45 p..m.,

Compuler S...1111•' "Miaocomputer
Concepcs; 9:30-11:30am.,312 Hayes. can
372-2102 for nl\jisb atiol L
Ledure, "Germany al the Crossroads
~ East and West," by Johannes von
lhadden, chief of staff 10 the executive diredDr
of the Assoc:ialion of German Chambers of
Industry liW1d Commert:e in Bom, 3:30 p.m.,
Prout Chapel A reception wil fellow the talk.
Sponsored by the political sc:ienoe department.
with support from the A!lanlic: Council of the
U.S. Free.
Graduallt LJbm'y Tours, 7 p.m., Jerome
lbary. Please cal 372-2362 for iegi$1JaliOIL

121 West Hal.
1beBll Production, "1Jeatl ibi41," 8 p.m.,
Eva Marie Saint Theatre. For tiCket information, cal 372.-2222..
UAO F1m, "Inherit the Wnt; 9 pm., 210
Math Science Buting.

•

manager; Erik Strom. haH director; David

Datebook
Monday, Sept. 25
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Measures irregularities in surface of materials

5 departments
recipients of
OBOR grants

State-of-the-art equipment donated to Technology
How smooth is smooth? That is
a question manufacturing students in the
College of Technology can now answer
with stat~f-the-art precision.
Thafs because the students are
now using a Surfcom 11 OB, which is
manufactured by the Brown and Sharpe
Manufacturing Company of North
Kingston, R.I., and was awarded to the
University through the company's
educational grant program.
The equipment. valued at
$13,500, can measure irregularities in
the surface of materials that are as small
as one-millionth of an inch. Bowling
Green was one of only 46 colleges and
universities throughout North America to
receive equipment grants this year from
Brown and Sharpe, one of the leaders in
the manufacturing of industrial metrology
equipment
Dr. John Sinn, technology, said
the equipment will be used by farulty
and graduate students to conduct
research and will be used by undergraduate students in the classroom.
The grant is especially important
for the coDege's undergraduate students
because it allows them to work on stateof-the-art equipment which they will find
when they enter the workforce, Sinn

John Sinn (right), technology, shows the new $13,500 Surfc:om 1108 equipment to
Fritz Matthews (left}, a member of the College of Technology's Manufacturing Technology Program Advisory Board, and graduate student William Brauer. The equipment
was given to the college by its manufacturer, Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, one of the leaders in industrial metrology equipment

said.

award indicates "that the University has a
The equipment is used in
· -strong program in manufacturing technolcountless ways in industry, Sinn said.
ogy and is becoming a center of excelFor example, a car engine cyl"mder may
lence for the study of metrology and

be bored to the correct diameter, but if it
is not also smooth, the rough surface
may wear out the piston sealants quickly
and cause damage to the engine. The
Surfcom is able to measure the smoothness of those machined pieces, he

added.

While most of the equipment
grants were awarded to engineering
schools, Sinn said Bowling Green's

quafdy management
Sinn added that with additional
support provided by the company and the
University, the total value of the grant is
approximately $30,000.
In addition to the equipment. the
company also paid for the shipping and
set-up of the equipment and paid for Sinn
to attend a company-sponsored symposium of metrology educators in Provi-

dence, R.I.
-The company also is supporting
two research projects which were begun
even before the equipment arrived
Conducted by graduate students,
under Sinn's direction, the first research
project wiD test the accuracy and reliability of the equipment. especially its ability
to reproduce identical results when
measuring a surface multiple times.
The second project will examine
ways to automate the equipment. which
must now be set-up and operated
manually.

The University has received five
Academic Challenge grants totalling
$1,058,899 from the Ohio Board of
Regents.
Grant proposals were approved for
the Center for Photochemical Sciences
for $204,321 ; the history ...epartment for
$158,755; marketing for $209, 108;
mathematics and statistics for $261,841;
and applied philosophy for $224,873.
The Academic Challenge program is
part of the regents' Selective Excellence
strategy to reinforce existing strengths
and selectively develop others al the
state's public colleges and universities.
Challenge grants are designed to
provide incentives to advance strong
academic programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels which address
strategic needs of the state, including its
quality of life.
The Academic Challenge program is
one of six components of the regents'
Selective Excellence initiative. Others
include the Eminent Scholar, the
Productivity Improvement Challenge,
Research ChaBenge and Program
Excellence Challenge programs.
At Bowfmg Green, the grant money
wiU be used in the following ways:
-In the philosophy department, the
funds wiB be used primarily to upgrade
funding for one faculty position in the
philosophy of mind studies; to provide
permanent funding for a part-time project
coordinator for the department; to
establish a pool to enhance graduate
assistant stipends; to support reaBocation of work assignments at the Social
Philosophy and Policy Center to free two
Continued on Page 3

Responsibilities better match expertise

Changes made in operations area to improve its functionablity
Effective July 1, the operations
area underwent a reorganization in
several positions and responsiJilitie
designed to make offices more func- _
tional, said Robert Martin, vice president
for operations.
"The major change was the
consolidation of personnel offices, but
we also made a few other minor
changes and now we have a better mix
of managers with professional expertise
in each area,· Martin said.
Martin, who began his duties as
vice president in January, said he was
asked shortly after arriving on campus
by the president to analyze the existing
structure ... id needs of the operations
area "I didn't want to make any decisions right away so I took the first six
months to get a feel of how things
functioned and to match the individual
skiDs by looking al the sbeiigths and
weaknesses of people in the structure,.
he said.
In addition, he said he tried to
group similar functions so they could be
uniformly managed.
Consolidaton of the administrative
and classified persomel offices was
being considered b6!ore Martin's arrival.
The classified staffs personnel office
was under the operations area, while the
administrative staffs personnel office
was under the planning and budgeting
area At the same time, faculty personnel needs are handled by the academic
affairs area, while student personnel

needs are supervised in the student
affairs area
'We really had a fragmented
personnel function managed by four
different vice presidential areas," Martin
said. 'We thought a lot could be gained
by integrating some of these similar
functions.."
The position of executive director of
personnel was aeated and will provide
direct management to administrative and
classified personnel services. The area
wiB be located temporarily under operations. Anrvnarie Heldt currently is serving
as interim diredor while a search is being
conduCted for a <firector. Martin said the
position is expected to be filled by Jan. 1.
Other changes in operations include
aeation of the position of director of the
physical plant (formerly plant operations
and maintenance). Plant operations and
maintenance used to fall under the
supervision of Roland Engler, who also
cirects the architect's office. Martin said
he split the two areas beca• ise they were
too broad for one person to supesvise.
"Under the old way, (Engler) was
trying to direct the capital budget projects,
which is the c:onstruction of new facilities
on campus with capital funding, plus
oversee the present state of the campus,·
Martin said. "During the next ~ o years
there wiD be a lot of removation laking
place that wiD require more attention..
Splitting the jobs will make them both

more ......._....__,.
.......,...,_

A search committee rurrently is
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interviewing cancidates for the position of
director of the physical plant
James Corbitt was named the

new

exeartive director of the auxiliary
services division and will oversee Food

Continued on Page 3

